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Description

[0001] This application is a divisional application from
EP 17 198 296.0, which claims priority from Korean Pat-
ent Application No. 10-2016-0143817, filed on October
31, 2016.

BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a display device and, more particularly, to a display
device having a display panel and a light guide plate.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0003] For use as flat panel display devices, a liquid
crystal display device, a plasma display device, a field
emission display device, an organic light emitting display
device, and the like have been developed. However, the
liquid crystal display device and the organic light emitting
display device have been in the spotlight in recent years
due to advantages of mass production technology, ease
in driving, and high image quality.
[0004] FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view illustrat-
ing a structure of a general liquid crystal display device.
[0005] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a general liquid crystal
display device includes a liquid crystal panel 10 in which
pixels are arranged in a matrix form so as to output an
image, drivers 15 and 16 for driving the pixels, a backlight
unit provided on the rear surface of the liquid crystal panel
10 to emit light over the entire surface of the liquid crystal
panel 10, and a panel guide 45 that fixedly receives the
liquid crystal panel 10 and the backlight unit.
[0006] The liquid crystal panel 10 includes a color filter
substrate and an array substrate bonded together so as
to maintain a uniform cell gap, and a liquid crystal layer
formed in a cell gap between the color filter substrate and
the array substrate.
[0007] A common electrode and a pixel electrode are
formed on the liquid crystal panel 10 in which the color
filter substrate and the array substrate are bonded to
each other so as to apply an electric field to the liquid
crystal layer. When a voltage of a data signal is applied
to the pixel electrode in a state in which a voltage is ap-
plied to the common electrode, the liquid crystal of the
liquid crystal layer rotates due to dielectric anisotropy ac-
cording to the electric field between the common elec-
trode and the pixel electrode so that light is transmitted
through or blocked by each pixel to display a character
or an image.
[0008] In addition, to control the voltage of the data
signal applied to the pixel electrode for each pixel, a
switching element, such as a thin film transistor (TFT),
is individually provided in each pixel.
[0009] Upper and lower polarization plates (not illus-
trated) are attached to the outside of the liquid crystal

panel 10 in which the lower polarization plate polarizes
the light that passes through the backlight unit and the
upper polarization plate polarizes the light that passes
through the liquid crystal panel 10.
[0010] In describing the backlight unit with more detail,
a light emitting diode (LED) assembly 30 for emitting light
is provided on one side of a light guide plate 42, and a
reflector 41 is provided on the rear surface of the light
guide plate 42. In this case, the LED assembly 30 in-
cludes an LED array 31 and an LED housing 32 to which
an LED Printed Circuit Board (PCB) (not illustrated) that
drives the LED array 31 is attached. The light emitted
from the LED array 31 is incident on the side surface of
the transparent light guide plate 42 that is made of a
transparent material, and the reflector 41 disposed on
the rear surface of the light guide plate 42 guides the light
transmitted through the back surface of the light guide
plate 42 toward an optical sheet 43 on the top surface of
the light guide plate 42 to reduce light loss and to improve
uniformity.
[0011] On the upper side of the backlight unit config-
ured as described above, a liquid crystal panel 10 con-
stituted with a color filter substrate and an array substrate
is seated via a panel guide 45. The liquid crystal panel
10 and the panel guide 45 are coupled to the backlight
unit by a cover bottom 50 and a top case 60 to form a
liquid crystal display device.
[0012] However, a related art display device as de-
scribed has a problem in that, when the light guide plate
is thermally expanded, the light guide plate may be sub-
jected to deformation that causes scratching or distortion,
or subjected to breakage that causes cracks in the light
guide plate. Thus, a defective image may be caused in
the display device.
[0013] In addition, the related art display device has a
problem in that a material cost and the number of man-
ufacturing steps increase due to an assembly structure
in which the cover bottom and the top case in which the
liquid crystal panel and the light guide plate are built are
coupled to each other by separate fastening members.
[0014] Accordingly, there is a growing need for devel-
oping a display device that is capable of reducing the
material cost and the number of the manufacturing steps
of the display device while preventing the light guide plate
from being subjected to deformation that causes scratch-
ing or distortion, or to breakage that causes cracks when
the light guide plate is thermally expanded due to heat
generated during the operation of the display device.
[0015] WO 2012/077562 A1 describes an illumination
device provided with a light source unit having a light
source; a light guide plate arranged with an end surface
separated from and facing the light source unit; an un-
derlying plate arranged on the side of back surface of the
light guide plate, provided with an attachment unit to
which the light source unit is attached, and configured
from the same material as the light guide plate; and a
chassis having both a floor facing the a plate surface of
the underlying plate, and a support unit which, arranged
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up right on the floor, supporting the underlying plate and
the light guide plate.
[0016] US 2013/0308074 A1 describes a backlight unit
and an LCD device including the same, which prevent
the thermal deformation and movement of a light guide
plate and realize uniform luminance. The backlight unit
includes a supporting case supporting a supporting side
wall having a receiving space, a light guide plate placed
in the receiving space of the supporting case, a light
source member irradiating light on a light incident surface
prepared in a side surface of the light guide plate, an
optical sheet member disposed on the light guide plate,
and a plurality of holder members disposed at certain
intervals between the supporting side wall and some side
surfaces of the light guide plate except the light incident
surface. The holder members are deformed in shape by
thermal deformation of the light guide plate. The support-
ing case further supporting the display panel is received
by a rear cover. It further describes a deco cover coupled
to a cover side wall of the rear cover.

SUMMARY

[0017] Embodiments of the present disclosure are di-
rected to a display device that substantially obviates one
or more of the problems due to limitations and disadvan-
tages of the related art.
[0018] An object of the the present invention is to pro-
vide a display device that is capable of preventing defor-
mation that causes scratching or distortion, or breakage
that causes cracks in the light guide plate when the light
guide plate is thermally expanded, thereby preventing a
defective image in a display device.
[0019] Additional features and aspects will be set forth
in the description that follows, and in part will be apparent
from the description, or may be learned by practice of
the inventive concepts provided herein. Other features
and aspects of the inventive concepts may be realized
and attained by the structure particularly pointed out in
the written description, or derivable therefrom, and the
claims hereof as well as the appended drawings.
[0020] To achieve these and other aspects of the in-
ventive concepts, as embodied and broadly described,
there is provided a display device according to claim 1.
Further embodiments are described in the dependent
claims.
[0021] In one or more embodiments, the support mem-
ber is coupled to the side portion of the cover bottom with
an adhesive member or an adhesive interposed there-
between.
[0022] In one or more embodiments, the display device
further comprises a panel support member including a
seating portion in which a rear surface of the display panel
is seated and supported, and an outer portion connected
to the seating portion and positioned outside the side
portion.
[0023] In one or more embodiments, the display device
further comprises a damping member provided between

an end portion of the display panel and a front surface
of the outer portion of the panel support member to ab-
sorb an impact.
[0024] In one or more embodiments, the support mem-
ber includes a support groove in which the end portion
of the light guide plate is seated, and a protruding end
portion protruding toward the rear surface of the cover
bottom and inserted into a fastening hole of the rear por-
tion.
[0025] In one or more embodiments, the rear portion
includes a stepped portion that is stepped to be parallel
to and spaced apart from the light guide plate, and the
fastening hole is provided in the stepped portion.
[0026] In one or more embodiments, the protruding
end portion includes a support end portion that protrudes
radially to be larger than an inner diameter of the fasten-
ing hole and to be supported.
[0027] In one or more embodiments, the support end
portion includes an inclined tapered surface on a circum-
ferential outer surface thereof, and includes a hollow por-
tion formed inside the support end portion as an empty
space.
[0028] In one or more embodiments, the display device
further comprises: a top case provided outside the side
portion and including a first fixing hole, wherein the side
portion includes a second fixing hole at a position corre-
sponding to the first fixing hole; and a fastening member
coupled to the first fixing hole and the second fixing hole.
[0029] In one or more embodiments, the display device
further comprises: a top case provided outside the side
portion and including a first fixing hole, wherein the side
portion includes a second fixing hole at a position corre-
sponding to the first fixing hole; and a fixing protrusion
provided on a side surface of the support member to be
inserted into the first fixing hole and the second fixing
hole.
[0030] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to pro-
vide further explanation of the inventive concepts as
claimed.
[0031] It is to be noted that among all examples pre-
sented, in what follows, as embodiments only those that
fall within the scope of the appended claims are to be
taken as real embodiments of the invention, while the
remaining ones are simply useful for understanding the
invention and do not form part thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the disclosure
and are incorporated and constitute a part of this appli-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the disclosure and to-
gether with the description serve to explain various prin-
ciples. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective view illustrating a
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structure of a general liquid crystal display device;
FIGs. 2 and 3 are cross-sectional views illustrating
a display device according to example embodiments
disclosed herein;
FIGs. 4 to 6 are perspective views illustrating a sup-
port member in the display device according to the
example embodiments; and
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a display
device according to example embodiments dis-
closed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0033] Hereinafter, embodiments will be described
with reference to the accompanying illustrative drawings.
In designating elements of the drawings by reference nu-
merals, the same elements will be designated by the
same reference numerals although they are shown in
different drawings. Further, in the following description
of the present invention, a detailed description of known
functions and configurations incorporated herein will be
omitted when it may make the subject matter of the
present invention rather unclear.
[0034] In addition, terms, such as first, second, A, B,
(a), (b) or the like may be used herein when describing
components of the present invention. Each of these ter-
minologies is not used to define an essence, order or
sequence of a corresponding component but used mere-
ly to distinguish the corresponding component from other
component(s). In the case that it is described that a cer-
tain structural element "is connected to," "is coupled to,"
or "is in contact with" another structural element, it should
be interpreted that another structural element may "be
connected to," "be coupled to," or "be in contact with" the
structural elements as well as that the certain structural
element is directly connected to or is in direct contact
with another structural element.
[0035] FIGs. 2 and 3 are cross-sectional views illus-
trating a display device according to example embodi-
ments disclosed herein, FIGs. 4 to 6 are perspective
views illustrating a support member in the display device
according to the example embodiments, and FIG. 7 is a
cross-sectional view illustrating a display device accord-
ing to example embodiments disclosed herein.
[0036] As illustrated in these drawings, a display de-
vice may include a light guide plate 201 provided on the
rear side of a display panel 200; a cover bottom 205 in-
cluding a rear portion 205b configured to support the rear
surface of the light guide plate 201 and a side portion
205a bent toward the display panel 200 at an end portion
of the the rear side portion 205b; and a support member
210 configured to support longitudinal expansion of the
light guide plate 201 at a position spaced apart from the
end portion of the light guide plate 205 in a longitudinal
direction and coupled to the light guide plate 201.
[0037] First, with reference to FIG. 2, in the display
device according to the example embodiments, the dis-
play panel 200, an optical sheet 201a, and the like are

disposed on the front side of the light guide plate 201,
and a reflector 201b and the cover bottom 205 and the
like are disposed on the rear side of the light guide plate
201. In addition, because the support member 210 con-
figured to support the longitudinal expansion of the light
guide plate 201 is coupled to the cover bottom 205 at the
end side of the light guide plate 201, it is possible to pre-
vent the light guide plate 201 from being subjected to
deformation that causes scratching or distortion, or sub-
jected to breakage that causes cracks during the thermal
expansion of the light guide plate 201. As a result, a de-
fective image can be prevented.
[0038] Here, example embodiments will be described
with reference to a case where a display panel is a liquid
crystal display panel. If the display panel is a liquid crystal
display panel, the display panel may include case mem-
bers configured to assemble a backlight unit, a driving
circuit unit, a liquid crystal display panel, a backlight unit,
and the like into one module, and the driving circuit unit
may include a control unit, such as a data driving circuit
(source driving circuit), a gate driving circuit (scan driving
circuit), a timing controller, and a printed circuit board.
Also, in the liquid crystal display panel, a liquid crystal
layer may exist between an upper substrate and a lower
substrate, in which the upper substrate may be a color
filter substrate corresponding to a viewing screen unit,
and the lower substrate may be a thin film transistor sub-
strate.
[0039] In addition, on any one end portion of the display
panel formed in a rectangular shape, a plurality of flexible
circuit films, on which ICs are mounted, are electrically
connected to the display panel, and a printed circuit board
is mounted to be parallel to the display panel. Further,
the plurality of flexible circuit films are attached to pad
portions and the printed circuit board by a tape automated
bonding (TAB) process, and may be formed of a tape
carrier package (TCP), or a chip on flexible board or chip
on film (COF).
[0040] Accordingly, the display panel may be electri-
cally joined or connected to a source printed circuit board
through the plurality of flexible circuit films, and the source
printed circuit board, which is covered and protected by
the cover bottom, is electrically connected to the plurality
of flexible circuit films to provide various signals for dis-
playing an image on the display panel to a timing con-
troller.
[0041] In the liquid crystal display panel, the backlight
unit may include an LED, an LED printed circuit board,
a light guide plate 201, a reflector 201b, an optical sheet
201a, and the like in order to supply light to the display
panel, and may be implemented as a direct-type or an
edge-type depending on a mounting position of the LED.
In the example embodiments, the light guide plate 201
is provided on the rear side of the display panel 200 and
the cover bottom 205 is provided on the back side of the
light guide plate 201. The cover bottom 205 is provided
with a side portion 205a bent toward the display panel
200 and a rear portion 205b configured to support the
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rear surface of the light guide plate 201 so that the light
guide plate 201 is seated on the cover bottom 205.
[0042] In addition, a support member 210 may be cou-
pled to the cover bottom 205, and the support member
210 supports the longitudinal expansion of the light guide
plate 201, at a position spaced apart from the end portion
of the light guide plate 201 in the longitudinal direction.
The light guide plate 201 may be made of a polymer resin,
such as methacrylate styrene (MS) which is a light trans-
mitting material so that light can be transmitted there-
through. Therefore, the inner surface of the support mem-
ber 210 and the end portion of the light guide plate 210
are disposed to be spaced apart from each other so as
to prevent bending, deformation, breakage, or the like
from being caused by thermal expansion.
[0043] Here, the support member 210 may be made
of an elastic material, such as rubber, silicone, or ure-
thane, to absorb a longitudinal expansion amount of the
light guide plate 201, and is bonded to the side portion
205a of the cover bottom 205 through an adhesive mem-
ber 211 or an adhesive so that the support member 210
can be elastically deformed in position without being
pushed or released upon being in contact with the light
guide plate 201 due to the thermal expansion of the light
guide plate 201. Here, as the bonding member 211, a
foam pad, urethane, or rubber that is provided with an
adhesive layer on each side, a double-sided tape, or the
like may be used.
[0044] In the embodiments, a panel support member
213 may be further included to support the display panel
200. The panel support member 213 may include a seat-
ing portion 213a on which the rear surface of the display
panel 200 is seated and supported, and an outer portion
213b that is vertically connected to the seating portion
213a and is located outside the side portion 205a of the
cover bottom 205. When the panel support member 213
is provided, the panel support member 213 is capable of
supporting the display panel 200 as well as the outer side
of the cover bottom 205 so that the coupling and rigidity
of the entire display device can be maintained.
[0045] Here, the panel support member 213 may be
formed of a plastic material or a metal material. However,
in consideration of the appearance of the display device
in addition to a predetermined level of strength, the panel
support member 213 may be formed of aluminum, an
aluminum alloy, stainless steel, a galvanized steel sheet,
or the like.
[0046] In addition, the display panel 200 may be cou-
pled to the seating portion 213a of the panel support
member 213 with an adhesive member 202 or an adhe-
sive interposed therebetween. Here, as the adhesive
member 202, a foam pad, urethane, or rubber that is
provided with an adhesive layer on each of the opposite
sides thereof, a double-sided tape, or the like may be
used.
[0047] Further, an insertion portion 213c may provided
between the outer portion 213b and the seating portion
213a to be recessed such that the side portion 205a of

the cover bottom 205 is inserted into the insertion portion
213 to be coupled in position, and the end portion of the
side portion 205a is supported and coupled via the ad-
hesive member 217.
[0048] Also, a damping member 204 may be provided
between the end portion of the display panel 200 and the
front surface of the outer portion 213b of the panel sup-
port member 213 in order to absorb an impact. If the
damping member 204 is provided, even though an impact
is applied from the outside, it is possible to prevent the
breakage of the end portion of the display panel 200 and
the infiltration of moisture and foreign matter from the
outside. Here, the damping member 204 may include a
foam pad, urethane, rubber or the like that includes an
adhesive layer on a surface and is attached to the display
panel 200 and the outer portion 213b of the cover bottom
205, or may be coated with an elastic resin or the like.
[0049] Meanwhile, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the support
member 210 may include a support groove 210a in which
the end portion of the light guide plate 201 is seated, and
a protruding end portion 210b and 210c protruding to-
ward the rear portion 205b of the cover bottom 205 and
inserted into the a fastening hole of the rear portion 205b
of the cover bottom 205 so that the support member 210
can be detachably coupled to the cover bottom 205. That
is, the support groove 210a may be formed by cutting a
portion of the side surface of the support member 210
which is opposed to the end portion of the light guide
plate 201 so that the light guide plate 201 is seated and
supported at a position spaced apart from the end portion
of the light guide plate 201, and the protruding end portion
210b and 210c may be provided on the bottom surface
of the support member 210 to be detachably coupled to
the cover bottom 205.
[0050] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the support member 210
may be coupled to the cover bottom 205 with the adhe-
sive member 211. However, as illustrated in FIG. 3, when
the support member 210 on which the light guide plate
201 is mounted is detachably coupled to the cover bottom
205. By being detachably coupled to the bottom 205,
assembly is simplified and disassembly is also be sim-
plified at the time of reworking so that the convenience
at the time of reworking can be increased while reducing
the assembly cost and the number of processes.
[0051] On the rear portion 205b of the cover bottom
205, a stepped portion 205c may be provided to be
stepped to be parallel to and spaced apart from the light
guide plate 201. The stepped portion 205c is provided
with a fastening hole 205d to be be coupled with the pro-
truding end portion 210b and 210c of the support member
210. By providing the stepped portion 205c on the rear
portion 205b of the cover bottom 205 in this manner, it
is possible to secure a space to be coupled with the cover
bottom 205 while supporting the light guide plate 201 by
the support member 210, and to increase the rigidity of
the cover bottom 205 in the stepped portion 205c so that
deformation of the rear portion 205b of the cover bottom
205 can be prevented at the time of assembly and dis-
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assembly of the support member 210.
[0052] The protruding end portion 210b and 210c is
provided with a support end portion 210b that protrudes
in a radial direction to be larger than the inner diameter
of the coupling hole 205d to prevent the protruding end
portion from being easily separated from the coupling
hole 205d after being coupled thereto. That is, the pro-
truding end portion 210b and 210c protruding from the
bottom surface of the support member 210 include a sup-
port end portion 210b and a small diameter portion 210c.
Because the small diameter portion 210c having a re-
duced diameter is provided between the support member
210 body and the support end portion 210b, the support
end portion 210b passes through the fastening hole 205d
while being resiliently compressively deformed at the
time of being coupled to the fastening hole 205d such
that the support member 210 is supported at the outside
of the fastening hole 205d and the small diameter portion
210c is inserted into and supported by the fastening hole
205d.
[0053] Meanwhile, as illustrated in FIGs. 4 to 6, the
support end portion 210b may have a cylindrical column
shape, an elliptical column shape, or a polygonal column
shape, and may include an inclined tapered surface 210d
in the circumferential outer surface thereof to be easily
coupled with the fastening hole 205d at the time of cou-
pling and to be prevented from being separated from the
fastening hole 205d. A hollow portion 212 may be formed
inside the support end portion 210b as an empty space.
As the hollow portion 212 may be provided inside the
support end portion 210b as illustrated in FIGs. 5 and 6,
the support end portion 210b is elastically shrunk and
deformed more easily than that in the case where the
hollow portion 212 is not provided as illustrated in FIG.
4 so that the support end portion 210b can be more easily
coupled to the fastening hole 205d at the time of being
coupled to the fastening hole 205d and can be prevented
from being separated from the fastening hole 205d.
[0054] In addition, as illustrated in FIGs. 3 and 7, a top
case 220 may be provided outside the side portion 205a
of the cover bottom 205, and a panel guide 225 may be
provided to support the display panel 200. In this case,
the top case 220 and the cover bottom 205 may be cou-
pled to each other through a fastening member 227 as
illustrated in FIG. 3, or through the support member 210
as illustrated in FIG. 7. That is, as shown in FIG. 3, a top
case 220 having a first fixing hole 221 may be provided
on the outer side of the side portion 205a, a second fixing
hole 206 may be provided in the side portion 205a at a
position corresponding to the first fixing hole 221, and a
fastening member 227 may be coupled to the first fixing
hole 221 and the second fixing hole 206.
[0055] In such a case, the top case 220 is seated in
the direction in which the first fixing hole 221 and the
second fixing hole 206 are coaxially superimposed on
each other in the outer side of the side portion 205a. Then
the fastening member 227 is fastened and assembled
by an operator so that the top case 220 can be firmly

coupled due to the fastening force of the fastening mem-
ber 227.
[0056] In addition, in the example embodiment illus-
trated in FIG. 7, a top case 220 having a first fixing hole
221 may be provided outside the side portion 205a, a
second fixing hole 206 may be provided in the side portion
205a at a position corresponding to the first fixing hole
221, and a fixing protrusion 214 to be inserted into the
first fixing hole 221 and the second fixing hole 206 may
be provided on a side surface of the support member
210, so that the top case can be coupled through the
fixing protrusion 214. In this case, while the top case 220
is being slid in the direction parallel to the outer surface
of the side portion 205a, e.g., in the vertical direction in
FIG. 7, the fixing protrusion 214, which is inserted into
the second fixing hole 206 to protrude outward, is inserted
into the first fixing hole 221 of the top case 220 so that
the top case 220 can be assembled without a separate
fastening member.
[0057] In addition, to facilitate coupling at the time of
vertical sliding assembly of the top case 220, an inclined
tapered surface 214a is provided on the outer surface of
the fixing protrusion 214 so that the coupling can be fa-
cilitated at the time of coupling the top case 220 and the
cover bottom 205 to each other, and separation can be
prevented. That is, the tapered surface 214a of the fixing
protrusion 214 may be formed to be inclined such that
the outward protrusion amount of the fixing protrusion
214 gradually increases in the direction in which the top
case 220 is slid downward, e.g., from the upper side to
the lower side in the drawing so that the coupling can be
facilitated at the time of coupling the top case 220 and
the cover bottom 205 to each other, and separation can
be prevented.
[0058] As described above, according to the embodi-
ments disclosed here, in a display device, it is possible
to prevent deformation that causes scratching or distor-
tion, or breakage that causes cracks in the light guide
plate when the light guide plate is thermally expanded,
and as a result, to prevent a defective image in the display
device.
[0059] In addition, according to the embodiments, a
display device is provided with a supporting member that
supports the light guide plate having a structure capable
of being coupled to the cover bottom, the top case, and
the like so that a material cost and the number of man-
ufacturing processes can be reduced, and the assembly
of the display device can be simplified.
[0060] Even if it was described above that all of the
components of an embodiment of the present invention
are coupled as a single unit or coupled to be operated
as a single unit, the present invention is not necessarily
limited to such an embodiment. That is, at least two ele-
ments of all structural elements may be selectively joined
and operate without departing from the scope of the
present invention.
[0061] In addition, because terms, such as "including,"
"comprising," and "having" mean that one or more cor-
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responding components may exist unless they are spe-
cifically described to the contrary, it shall be construed
that one or more other components can be included. All
the terms that are technical, scientific or otherwise agree
with the meanings as understood by a person skilled in
the art unless defined to the contrary. Common terms as
found in dictionaries should be interpreted in the context
of the related technical writings not too ideally or imprac-
tically unless the present invention expressly defines
them so.
[0062] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made in the
display device of the present disclosure without departing
from the technical idea or scope of the disclosure. Thus,
it is intended that the present disclosure cover the mod-
ifications and variations of this disclosure provided they
come within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A display device, comprising:

a display panel (200);
a light guide plate (201) configured to provide
light to a rear side of the display panel (200);
a cover bottom (205) including a rear portion
(205b) configured to cover a rear surface of the
light guide plate (201), and a side portion (205a)
bent toward the display panel (200) from an end
portion of the rear portion (205b);
a support member (210) coupled to the cover
bottom (205) and configured to position the light
guide plate (201) and to accommodate longitu-
dinal expansion of the light guide plate (201),
the support member (210) being provided at a
position adjacent to a longitudinal end portion of
the light guide plate (201), wherein the support
member (210) is coupled to the side portion
(205a) of the cover bottom (205) with an adhe-
sive member (211) or an adhesive interposed
therebetween;
a panel support member (213) including a seat-
ing portion (213a) in which a rear surface of the
display panel (200) is seated and supported, and
an outer portion (213b) connected to the seating
portion (213a) and positioned outside the side
portion (205a); and
a damping member (204) provided between an
end portion of the display panel (200) and a front
surface of the outer portion (213b) of the panel
support member (213) to absorb an impact.

2. The display device of claim 1, wherein the display
panel (200) is coupled to the seating portion (213a)
of the panel support member (213) with an adhesive
member (202) or an adhesive interposed therebe-
tween.

3. The display device of claim 1, wherein an insertion
portion (213c) is provided between the outer portion
(213b) and the seating portion (213a) to be recessed
such that the side portion (205a) of the cover bottom
(205) is inserted into the insertion portion (213c).

4. The display device of claim 3, wherein an end portion
of the side portion (205a) is supported and coupled
via an adhesive member (217).

Patentansprüche

1. Anzeigevorrichtung, aufweisend:

ein Anzeigepanel (200);
eine Lichtleiterplatte (201), die konfiguriert ist,
um eine Rückseite des Anzeigepanels (200) mit
Licht zu versorgen;
eine untere Abdeckung (205) mit einem hinteren
Abschnitt (205b), der konfiguriert ist, um eine
hintere Oberfläche der Lichtleiterplatte (201) ab-
zudecken, und einem Seitenabschnitt (205a),
der von einem Endabschnitt des hinteren Ab-
schnitts (205b) zu dem Anzeigepanel (200) hin
gebogen ist;
ein Stützelement (210), das mit der unteren Ab-
deckung (205) gekoppelt und konfiguriert ist, um
die Lichtleiterplatte (201) zu positionieren und
eine Längsausdehnung der Lichtleiterplatte
(201) aufzunehmen, wobei das Stützelement
(210) an einer Position bereitgestellt ist benach-
bart zu einem Längsendabschnitt der Lichtlei-
terplatte (201), wobei das Stützelement (210)
mit dem Seitenteil (205a) der unteren Abde-
ckung (205) mit einem Klebeelement (211) oder
einem dazwischen angeordneten Klebstoff ver-
bunden ist;
ein Panelstützelement (213) mit einem Sitzab-
schnitt (213a), in dem eine Rückseite des An-
zeigepanels (200) sitzt und gehalten wird, und
einem äußeren Abschnitt (213b), der mit dem
Sitzabschnitt (213a) verbunden und außerhalb
des Seitenabschnitts (205a) positioniert ist; und
ein Dämpfungselement (204), das zwischen ei-
nem Endabschnitt des Anzeigepanels (200) und
einer Vorderfläche des äußeren Abschnitts
(213b) des Panelstützelements (213) bereitge-
stellt ist, um einen Stoß zu absorbieren.

2. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das An-
zeigepanel (200) mit dem Sitzabschnitt (213a) des
Panelstützelements (213) mit einem Klebeelement
(202) oder einem dazwischen angeordneten Kleb-
stoff verbunden ist.

3. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Ein-
führabschnitt (213c) zwischen dem äußeren Ab-
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schnitt (213b) und dem Sitzabschnitt (213a) mit einer
Ausnehmung bereitgestellt ist, so dass der Seiten-
teilabschnitt (205a) der unteren Abdeckung (205) in
den Einführabschnitt (213c) eingeführt ist.

4. Anzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein En-
dabschnitt des Seitenabschnitts (205a) über ein Kle-
beelement (217) getragen und gekoppelt ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’affichage, comprenant :

un panneau d’affichage (200) ;
une plaque de guidage de lumière (201) confi-
gurée pour fournir de la lumière à une face ar-
rière du panneau d’affichage (200) ;
un fond de couvercle (205) comprenant une par-
tie arrière (205b) configurée pour couvrir une
surface arrière de la plaque de guidage de lu-
mière (201), et une partie latérale (205a) cour-
bée vers le panneau d’affichage (200) à partir
d’une partie d’extrémité de la partie arrière
(205b) ;
un élément de support (210) couplé au fond de
couvercle (205) et configuré pour positionner la
plaque de guidage de lumière (201) et pour loger
une expansion longitudinale de la plaque de gui-
dage de lumière (201), l’élément de support
(210) étant prévu à une position adjacente à une
partie d’extrémité longitudinale de la plaque de
guidage de lumière (201), où l’élément de sup-
port (210) est couplé à la partie latérale (205a)
du fond de couvercle (205) avec un élément ad-
hésif (211) ou un adhésif interposé entre eux ;
un élément de support de panneau (213) com-
prenant une partie d’assise (213a) dans laquelle
une surface arrière du panneau d’affichage
(200) est assise et supportée, et une partie ex-
térieure (213b) reliée à la partie d’assise (213a)
et positionnée à l’extérieur de la partie latérale
(205a) ; et
un élément amortisseur (204) prévu entre une
partie d’extrémité du panneau d’affichage (200)
et une surface frontale de la partie extérieure
(213b) de l’élément de support de panneau
(213) pour absorber un impact.

2. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le panneau d’affichage (200) est couplé à la
partie d’assise (213a) de l’élément de support de
panneau (213) avec un élément adhésif (202) ou un
adhésif interposé entre eux.

3. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel une partie d’insertion (213c) est prévue entre
la partie extérieure (213b) et la partie d’assise (213a)

de manière à être évidée de sorte que la partie laté-
rale (205a) du fond de couvercle (205) est insérée
dans la partie d’insertion (213c).

4. Dispositif d’affichage selon la revendication 3, dans
lequel une partie d’extrémité de la partie latérale
(205a) est supportée et couplée par un élément ad-
hésif (217).
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